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About Our University
http://www.dsu.edu.pk

DHA Suffa University opened its door in fall 2012 to the youth with a vision to produce world class engineers, computer scientists, entrepreneurs and business leaders; aspiring to be ranked amongst the nation’s top educational institutions of higher education of international standards and has been following curricula that is in line with international practices. Its achieves this by collaborating with foreign universities for student and faculty exchange programs while also focusing on providing students with health competition and co-curricular activities so that they can get the necessary practical experience to excel in their fields of life.

In a very short time, DSU students pride themselves in having participated and won in a variety of activities from Model United Nations, sporting events to technical competitions.
DSU is providing its student the opportunity to grow in their core industrial fields by facilitating them with all possible guidance and latest technologies, which will in future polish their skills and help them in outshine among other students. DSU is not only working in educational fields but also improvising itself in developing standards of quality and establishing an environment where students can work on their skillsets by setting the ways for enhancing non-technical areas too.

Moreover, our final year projects are also funded by government with major works done in research areas too.

**About ACM Student Chapter of DSU**

Website: [http://www.acm.dsu.edu.pk](http://www.acm.dsu.edu.pk)
Facebook: [https://www.facebook.com/acmatdsu](https://www.facebook.com/acmatdsu)
Twitter: [http://twitter.com/acmatdsu](http://twitter.com/acmatdsu)

ACM student chapter at DHA Suffa University was founded on December 2014 written and since then has been working on different activities to introduce people to the field of Computer Science and to help young talent to emerge on the surface. We spread awareness about how ACM supports technology and computing information and how they can find people of the same mind. We bring students that are passionate about their respective field, show dedication and promise hardwork to one platform and bring the best out of them.

We believe that team work is the basic key to success. Throughout the years of hardwork we are now a team of 69 people working as a family day and night to make our student chapter stand at top and upto people’s expectation.

ACM DSU conducts coding based competitions, scratch competition for the beginners and fun and gaming competition to keep a balance between learning and entertainment. The main motto of our chapter is to spread knowledge among the youth about computer technology and how it can help us in the near future. For the same reason, we also conduct Workshops and Heap Sessions, where students are introduced to the latest technology and how they can use them to make things easier.

**ESSAY: RECRUITMENT DRIVE:**

People have been enjoying the perks of ACM Membership throughout the year. Guidance under the leadership of the mentors, learning event management skills, exposure to practical work, enhancing communication skills etc. We provide them opportunity to enhance their skills in their arena of interest.
Every year in the month of October ACM DSU provides students a chance to bring their talent to light. ACM DSU inducts people who are passionate and show commitment to work to make the chapter stand to people’s expectation.

The number of students enrolled in ACM DSU student chapter 71, from Computer Science department. The fact that we work together by all our heart as a family brings perfection in our work and that’s what we teach our new members every year, as well. We might not be a huge team but the members we have are dedicated and hardworking which makes our work ideal.

We realize the need of hunting the new talent and to provide them with opportunities that will help them to establish the basis of their professional career. For this cause we visited classes of every semester and invited students to join our ACM chapter by spreading the awareness amongst them. Also we set up a desk at our university to help people know about ACM and how it can help them in their professional careers. We spread the awareness on social media through our Facebook page.

Here is the link to the video shared on our page:
https://www.facebook.com/acmatdsu/videos/1206167982772937/

A day is then decided for interviews and the Executive committee then interviews students and evaluate them. The list of students to be picked is prepared by the committee on the basis of the skills and the contribution which they have to offer to the society and then is approved by the Faculty Sponsor and Mentor, to ensure that only the efficient and qualified students join our team, the quality of our chapter depends on it.

Pictures from the inductions 2017:

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1c706mOL6EcYUZhWm1WX0ZXcm8